3.1.5. BUY, SELL AND REDEEM VeASSETS
Through the VeADIR you can obtain asset tokens that are fully backed by their physical asset. In fact,
each token is your “certificate of ownership” to that proportionate value of the asset. They are, thus, fully
redeemable upon demand. There are several reasons to own VeAssets including, ease of ownership,
liquidity, security/safe storage, and in many cases, the stability of the asset compared to other holdings.
VeAssets are priced competitively compared to traditional and other digital sources while often providing
additional benefits yielding superior value.
From the menu, select VeAssets. The page will show all the assets currently available. At the time of this
writing, you can purchase a variety of precious metals. From the left the table shows the Asset:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ve Gold Z1 – One ounce of .9999 gold
Ve Palladium Mpl Lf Z1 – One ounce Palladium Maple Leaf Coin
Ve Gold G1 – One gram of .9999 gold
Ve Silver K1 – One kilogram .999 silver
Ve Silver Z1 – One ounce .999 silver

Going across from the left, the Symbol is used with the token contract and when trading, the Type of
asset in its physical form, the amount currently in Inventory, the Supply that is circulating in the market
and inventory, the Price you can purchase each token for from the VeADIR, and the Market Cap of the
current Supply.
In the upper right of the page, you can click on Purchases to see all the tokens you’ve bought with your
wallet, click on Redemptions to see each token you’ve redeemed and Sales to see what you’ve sold back
to Veritaseum.

1.

Buying VeAssets
Simply select the asset you wish to purchase. Once you select the asset, the Buy, Sell, Redeem
transaction box will open. At the top of the box you will see the symbol for the token you selected
and underneath growth statistics over periods of time: 24 hours, 30 days and one year.
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By clicking on the , you can review information on the token including its description, its purity
and the contract address, which is where your tokens will come from.

Click on

to see the performance of the asset over the last five years.

By clicking on
you will see the activity in the token over time. It shows the number of Tokens
Minted, which are those added to inventory and Tokens Burned, which are tokens that have been
sold back to Veritaseum or Redeemed. You can click on the white icons next to each of these items
to view the transaction on the Blockchain.
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To begin the purchase process, click on the Buy button. This will show your payment options,
either wire/ACH, ETH or other approved crypto and soon international payment processing. Select
the option you want. We will select Pay With Bank Account.

We then enter the quantity we desire and whether we want to receive a discount by using a small
percentage of VERI. Under the quantity, you will see the amount you will pay in fiat for your
chosen quantity. If you use VERI, the amount will be updated to reflect the discount.
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After agreeing to the Terms of Use, which you should closely review, click continue. The next
screen confirms your transaction and the amount of VERI you will be using along with the message
regarding instructions for wiring your funds. Click on submit. Your wallet will ask you to confirm
the gas fee for placing you VERI into the smart contract for your purchase.
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After confirming your gas fee, the right dialog box will show the amount you are purchasing and the
transaction as Pending. Under the Info tab you will see the details related to your purchase
including a reference number so we can track the transaction, if needed.

Under the Payment tab, read the important message regarding the timeline to submit your wire and
click I Understand to see the wire information. Follow the instructions and send your wire right
out to ensure no delays in receiving your tokens.
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2.

Selling VeAssets
Once you buy a VeAsset, that token is yours to give, sell or use, as you would any asset that you
own. You can send full or partial amounts to others. However, when you Sell a VeAsset on the
VeADIR, you are selling the token back to Veritaseum. Tokens can only be sold back in whole units
(no partial or fractional amounts) as we only hold whole units. When a token is sold back, it is
burned and the asset placed back into available inventory. There are two important items to note.
First, if you Sell but did not buy the token and are not a registered/KYC user, you MUST KYC in
order to Sell. Second, it is important to note that Sell is at Veritaseum’s option. Therefore we are
not obligated to buy tokens back. However, in almost all cases, the tokens will be bought back. To
Sell a large volume (over $25,000), contact the company, directly.
To sell your tokens back to Veritaseum, select the asset and then the Sell button. You will see a
dialog box that will require you enter the amount of the asset you want sell (again, in whole units)
and whether you want to receive fiat or ETH as payment. On the left of the box you will see the
amount you would receive in your payment choice. If you do not have enough of the token in your
wallet, you will receive an insufficient funds notice and will not be allowed to continue. We selected
ETH for this example. For ETH, your offer will be processed right away as the transaction receives
the token from your wallet and ETH is sent to you in return. If we had selected a fiat currency, you
would be prompted to enter your bank ACH (U.S. only) or bank wire instructions.
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